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Second Editorial: Open to Join Editorial Board
We are delighted to be a part of this new interdisciplinary initiative which we
believe is exactly the type of platform needed to highlight and establish this
interdisciplinary theme with the help of veterinary medical, human medical and
environmental health scientists and concerned academicians into widespread
acceptance all-over the world.
We aim to build a high standard journal ‘JVMOHR’ and strive to provide a
friendly and freely-accessible platform for veterinary medical, medical and
‘One Health’ researchers all over the world to present their research
achievements and to exchange their ideas. We are seeking outstanding
veterinary and medical professional academicians and research workers who
are interested on the interdisciplinary theme on ‘One Health’ and editorial
commitments to work with us to establish the professional platform and the
journal ‘JVMOHR’ under this theme.
We welcome to the outstanding interested scholars to this interdisciplinary
platform as a member of the Editorial Board of the journal ‘JVMOHR’ and to
join our reviewer team and regularly communicate with others.

Responsibilities of the Editorial Board Member (Only Online activities)
 Provide suggestion to the Editor to improve the standard of the ‘JVMOHR’
 Provide technical support and professional advice to promote scientific
content of the journal on the ‘One Health’ perspectives
 Recommend other veterinary medical and medical professional scientists and
academicians to join in this platform as a member of the Editorial Board and
as a learned reviewer.
 Promoting this theme with ‘JVMOHR’ development and public awareness
 Review primary selected specialized research articles as an expert scientist
i

Selection criteria for the Editorial Board Member
A DVM, MBBS, MD, MS and/or PhD degree in the concerned field
A good number of published professional research articles in national and
international journals.
Competent English language knowledge and ability
 Previous
experience
as a member and/or editor of a journal is preferred
Join
as a Voluntary
Reviewer
Joining us as a Voluntary Reviewer
Peer review is a process and opportunity that the veterinary medical and
medical scientists equally get scope to discuss scientific opinion and
advancement which promotes the knowledge and research capability of both
the authors and the reviewers.
We welcome professional scientists and academicians to join our reviewer team
and regularly communicate with others.
Responsibilities of the Reviewers
Review assigned manuscript timely and to provide unbiased review reports
Treat manuscript confidentially in all the cases
Avoid judging articles with competing interest
Keep the editor informed of the review progress
Selection Criteria of Reviewers
A DVM, MBBS, MD, MS and/or PhD degree
A good number of published professional research articles
Competent English language ability
Unbiased peer review
We look forward to work with the outstanding national and international
concerned scientists for professional interest and seek support and
cooperation in any forms including as member of the Editorial Board,
learned reviewer and even as an author with submission and to publish
your manuscript in the ‘JVMOHR’
Prof. Dr. M. A. Samad
Editor
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